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========== NagBlast is a small and easy-to-use application to help you remove unwanted windows (Nag Screens) that appears on the desktop. It can be configured to hide all the nag screens or to hide only those that have the selected "button" on them. It is also possible to ignore NagBlast and allow you to work without the NagBlast's notifications. NagBlast is small, simple and easy-to-use, working silently from the systray. NagBlast also allows you to protect your files
(using a password) and you can use wildcards to specify the window title. The allowed wildcards are * (any text from 0 chars),? (a single char) and # (a single number char). ========== NagBlast can be configured using the menus or the hotkeys. To open NagBlast you can use also a hotkey, the standard one is CTRL+SHIFT+N. NagBlast Keywords: ================= NagBlast, Windows nag screen, Nag screen, Nag windows, Hide, Hide windows, Hide windows on
the desktop, Hide windows on the desktop to show only one, Hide windows on the desktop to open a file, Hide windows on the desktop to start a program, Hide windows on the desktop to run an program, Hide windows on the desktop to run a program in another program, Hide windows on the desktop, Hide internet nag screen, Hide internet nag, Hide internet nag screen, Hide internet nag, Hide internet nag on the desktop, Hide internet nag on the desktop to show only one,
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What's New in the NagBlast?

NagBlast is a handy application that helps you remove those unwanted windows that appears on the desktop, like internet popup banners and nag screens. NagBlast can check for all those windows and it closes them allowing you to continue your work. NagBlast is small, simple and easy-to-use, working quietly from the systray. You can also use my program to protect files (using the password, I've worked on it a lot). The password is memorized encrypted and it's very
difficult for normal users to close the program. You can use wildcards to specify the window title. The allowed wildcards are * (any text from 0 chars),? (a single char) and # (a single number char). To open NagBlast you can use also a HotKey, the standard one is CTRL+SHIFT+N. What's new in this version: - Improved User Interface (Windows 8 and Windows 7 compatible) - Minor fixes Changes: - New hotkey CTRL+SHIFT+N to launch the program - New and
improved user interface - Many bug fixes and small improvements. I'd be glad if you could rate and review my program. MuseuGaul.com: L'application Program Source: Licence: GNU General Public License (GPL) Download: If you find NagBlast useful and you'd like to support my free time and my work please consider buying me a beer: NagBlast History: - First release: 2017-12-18 - Version 3.1: 2018-04-10 - Version 3.2: 2018-07-30 - Version 3.3: 2018-12-31 -
Version 3.4: 2019-03-27 - Version 3.5:
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System Requirements:

PlayStation®4 system (region free), memory 2GB (VRAM 2GB), OS: PlayStation®4 system v.3.21 or higher (PS4™ is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation), or equivalent PC operating system: Windows 7 or higher Monitor resolution: 1280×720 or higher GPU: OpenGL 2.0 or higher DirectX: 9.0c or higher CPU: Intel Core i3/i5/i7 or AMD Athlon Dual Core processor RAM: 4GB (VR
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